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The Inter-Asia Cultural Studies Project
• Took shape in the 1990s, journal
published since 2000, society founded
in 2004
• Unifying theme: using other Asian
society/culture as reference to study
one’s own culture
• Roots in literature studies, extending to
pop culture, fine art, political thoughts,
colonial and post-colonial history, …

From West Heaven to Middle Earth, 2010
• “West Heaven” is the name of India in
Chinese Buddhism
• A typical “Inter-Asia” Project
• Inviting Indian scholars of modern
social thoughts for a forum in
Shanghai, in dialogue with Chinese
scholars, stressing reflexivity and
problematization of nationalisms.
• Curating modern Indian arts exhibition
in China
• In reference to the Buddhist cultural
exchange since the first century CE
• Trying to bypass “the West” (and “the
modernity”) as a system of reference

Challenges and Pitfalls in Contemporary “Asia”
• “Asia” as a colonial-anticolonial concept
• From Istanbul to Tokyo?

• “East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere” had been
tried once, the result was terrible
• Anti-colonial struggles helped by the WWII Japanese expansion:
Indonesia, Myanmar, India (Subhas Chandra Bose)
• Anti-colonial struggles fought against Japanese expansion: China,
Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaya
• Colonial subjects enlisted by the Japanese (with some resistance):
Korea, Taiwan, occupied China

• Cold War’s hot spots (China, Korea, Vietnam, …) and
postcolonial regional conflicts (South Asia)
• East Asia is the only region where no regional political
organizations such as Arab League, Mercosur, or African
Union ever existed after WWII

"With the help of Japan, China, and
Manchukuo, the world can be in
peace."

Bitter Tastes of the 20th-Century “Asia”
• Spiritual East against Materialist West?
• From Tagore to President Xi

• Modernity and the Migration Out of “Asia”
• What did Fukuzawa mean in “Out of Asia and into
Europe?”

• First among equals in Asian nations?
• “Same script, same race” 同文同種: slogan of
Japanese Imperialism (and Pan-Asianism)
• Abolishing Chinese characters from daily use (KR,
VN), or embracing language hybridity (JP)?

• What about non-state or trans-border ethnic
groups (eg. Indigenous peoples)?

“Asia as Method”

Takeuchi Yoshimi 竹內好
During the massive protest
against US-Japan Security
Pact (Ampo) of 1960

Sun Ge 孫歌 （孙歌）
“How Does Asia Mean?” 2007
Reviewing the construction of
“Asia” in Japanese thought from
late 19th century

Kuan-Hsing Chen 陳光興 “Asia as
Method” (viz. as an object of imperialist
gaze) since late 1990s, in reaction of the
“New Southbound Policy” of Taiwanese
government tracing the route of
Japanese expansion.

“Asia as Method”
• “Epistemology with implication for self-formation”—Prasanjit Duara
• “Asia” is not merely a place-holder, but partly signify disappointment
with Enlightenment ideals
• Two major modes of comparisons:
• East Asia and South Asia experiences
• Comparing Partha Chaterjee’s “political society” in South Asia with “minjian 民間” of
East Asia, rather than “civil society” rooted in European history

• Among East Asian cultures
• Mizoguchi Yuzo 溝口雄三：”Public 公 and Private 私” in Japan and China
• 公 (public?): belonging to the lord of the land / belonging to a collective
• Analysis from the ideograph 公 for granary to its diverging connotations in the social history
of 20th-century Japan and China
• An approach specific to the 漢字 hanzi/kanji/hanja cultural sphere (Sinosphere?)

“Asia as Method” in teaching practices
• “Civil-society Education Networks in Asia (CENA)” since 2010
• Learning shared issues above language proficiency
• Allowing “Asian English” as lingua franca: no gender, no plural, no tense, . . .

In memory of 1948 Jeju Massacre (South Korea, 2018)

Visiting protestors against US military base
expansion (Okinawa, 2019)

What can we learn from a pair of sister
campaigns in East Asia today?
RCA Cancer Campaign in Taiwan since
1998

Samsung Leukemia Campaign in S.
Korea since 2007

Massive science-law-social movement
collaborations
RCA Cancer Campaign in Taiwan

Samsung Leukemia Campaign in S.
Korea

• Coalition of RCA Workers’ Mutual Aid
Association, Taiwan Association of Victims of
Occupational Injury (TAVOI), the Legal Aid
Foundation, and the Advisory Group
• Collective civil lawsuit against RCA and its
parent companies in the US (GE), France
(Thomson/Technicolor) and Bermuda
(Thomson/GE) since 2005
• Final decision in 2018 awarded 520 million
TWD compensation to 262 RCA workers by
the Supreme Court
• Cases of 1200+ workers still pending in appeal
court

• Group of individual administrative
lawsuits seeking workers’ compensation
from the government, with Samsung
acting as interested party on the
defendant’s side, and Supporters for the
Health and Rights of People in the
Semiconductor Industry (SHARPS)
advocates for the workers.
• 1,023 days of sit-in protest at Samsung
HQ from 2015 to 2018
• Both sides agreed to a binding arbitration
with decisions about compensation made
by an independent panel

Similarities
• “High-tech” electronics industry with strong political and economic
backing from a developmental state
• “Cutting-edge” manufacturing using chemicals with little health
effect research, sometimes even legally allowed not to disclose
• “Manufacturing uncertainties,” “undone science,” and other STS
conceptual tools

• Civil-law (Continental law) systems with historical links to Japan

• Judicial reform movement as part of democratization since the late 1980s

• US-influenced industrial hygiene and environmental regulatory
system

• Experts of occupational and environmental medicine/environmental
engineering trained in the US
• Expert witnesses, consultants hired from the US-centered “science for hire”
market

• Activists/lawyers/STSers inspired or directly collaborate with USbased activist/lawyer/scholars against high-tech pollution

Challenging the Chip (2006)
coordinated by Silicon Valley
Toxic Coalition

Similarities
• Difficulties to reconstruct the “genba/hyunjang/xianchang 現場, here
and now) of toxic exposure even with the best science available
• Evidences much more solid about “undone protection” i.e. peripheral
evidences indicating exposure (Jongyoung Kim et al.)
• Safety devices frequently turned off to speed up production at Samsung
• City water pipeline system is connected with the (contaminated) groundwater
system with three valves inside the RCA plant
• Hazardous substances not labeled
• Defendant’s lawyer argues the company’s fault is merely failing to label the barrels,
judges didn’t buy it.

Similarities
• Center of dispute: causation
• Making and interpreting scientific data in statistical forms:
•
•
•
•

Epidemiology
Toxicology
Health Risk Assessment
Environmental engineering

• Problems in sampling, classification, “healthy worker effect,” statistical indices
(SIR, SMR, PCMR, OR, . . .)
• Err on the “safe” side: false positive or false negative?

• Translating statistical significance to legal responsibility
• STS emphasis on “translation” in its multiple meanings

Divergent meanings of a legal doctrine
• 相當因果關係 Xiangdang Yinguo Guanxi/Sangdang Ingwa Gwangye
(Jp→Kr & Ch) ← Adäquanz (German Civil Code § 823 ABS. 1 BGB) ← Conditio Sine
Qua Non (Latin)→ “but for . . .” (Eng.)
• In Taiwan (using classical Chinese legal text from the day of 1911 Republican Revolution) Xiangdang
Yinguo Guanxi means a very stringent criteria for causation where one
exception would invalidate a rule. Taiwanese court therefore looks at the
“epidemiological causation” from environmental lawsuits in Japan for
alternative theories of causation.
• In South Korea, Sangdang Ingwa Gwangye means a more practical
criteria of contextual, conditional and circumstantial causality taking into
account the post-hoc nature of scientific knowledge about occupational
disease—a result of occupational health campaigns of the 1980s and ’90s.
• Same phrase diverge into “linguistic false friends” in different historical
processes.

Awareness campaigns through various art
forms

Art installations at the SHARPS sit-in site in
front of Samsung Electronics in Gangnam,
Seoul

Voices Refusing to Be Forgotten: Oral History of RCA Workers
won the Golden Tripod Award for best non-fiction
publication of 2013.

Gender sensitivities in a militant (masculine?)
tradition of labor movement
Statute at the SHARPS sit-in site

Bunny
Suites

“Comfort woman” statute protesting Japanese
military sex slavery during WWII

“Feminization” of the Global Assembly Line

Latin America and East Asia in the 1970s

US in the 1900s, and Britain in early 19th
century

Differences
• RCA/Thomson/GE are morphing into “post-industrial” corporations
without material productions (hence less attached to certain locales
and nation-states);
• Samsung is one of the biggest conglomerates of South Korea with
substantial domestic political clout (the “Samsung Ideology,”
“Samsung is South Korea”)
• Supporters for RCA workers much more vocal and from both social
movement, legal profession, and academia (民間 minjian, not exactly
“civil society”)
• Supporters for Samsung workers are numerous but few are “within
the establishment”

November 11, 2009
First victim testified at court in the RCA lawsuit

Court-Ordered Questionnaire for the RCA Case, July 2011
• 400+ plaintiffs
comprehensively
interviewed about work
and medical history
• 80 volunteer lawyers
• 35 documentary film
makers

• 105 other volunteers
• Countless
academic/medical
volunteers went on to
support plaintiffs’ lawyers
since then

August 17, 2018 Partial Victory for RCA Workers at the Supreme Court
Supreme Court ruled that, among 508
plaintiffs:
• 520 million TWD compensation awarded
to 262 RCA workers are affirmed and
finalized.
• Cases of 246 RCA workers who are not
yet seriously ill are remanded back to the
High Court.
Collective case for the second group of 1000+
workers works its way from the district court

South Korean filmmakers in support of
Samsung workers

2014 Feature film “Another
Promise” crowdfunded by near
8000 individual donors and
small firms, with the actors in
the cast work for free.

Samsung leukemia campaign and in the
time of technological/political crises in
South Korea

Samsung’s Vice Chairman and
heir Lee Jae-yong arrested and
found guilty of bribing Park
Gyung-hye, 2017-Feb. 2018

2016-2017 “Candlelight Protests”
against President Park Gyung-Hye’s
political scandal
Sewol ferry disaster of April 2014 and
subsequent people’s protest

Victims and advocates kept
sitting in at Samsung HQ

Some tentative lessons: Transnationalism and
“Asia as Method”
• Some S&T topics are inherently transnational, even “universal,” albeit with unequal
international division of labor and other problems. E.g. health effect of toxic exposure,
efficacy of COVID-19 vaccine
• Some legal traditions, most significantly the civil-law traditions, strive to produce
“universal” doctrines across jurisdictions. But ultimately each legal system is also a
system of customary law, embedding histories in actual application of legal precedence
• “Asia (or X) as Method” is not necessarily incompatible with “universal” topics. Nor does it
necessarily bypass “the West”; the question is “who” in the West are we talking about.
• Using South Korea as a reference to study Taiwan almost always involve people and
things in the US: experts-for-hire, environmental advocates, USEPA toxicological data, . . .
• English will ultimately become inadequate as means of communication among East
Asians. More nuanced understanding has to involve actual national and local languages
and dialects, even technical jargons.

